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Poste d - 14/08/2007 : 18:53:32

I had an idea today when i was doing the washing. My dusty t-shirts are
looking somewhat forlorn and it occurred to me that given the number of
technic al wizards and geniuses we have on this site, that it might be
possible for us all to have an "LTD" T-shirt of our very own? Is this within
the realms of possibilty do you think or is this just another one of my totally
unpractical ideas?
United Kingdom
3367 Posts

Neil
" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see
him soon oh-oh"
allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 14/08/2007 : 19:20:16

Hi Neil, I am investigating this....so I guess we really are psychic twins.
I'm looking into an embrodiered pattern and a printed one. There will
probably be some other merchandise available as well. I'll definitely keep
you and everyone posted.

USA
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Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

We will probably set it up with some of the proceeds to go to the Marsden
(for which we will soon launch a major related fundraiser) and some to
defray operational costs for the website, forum, and chat, whic h we pledge
to continue to bring to you commerical-free!

Poste d - 14/08/2007 : 19:35:27

Sounds good to me...can you bear in mind that for me...being an old
biddie...that if I was to wear a T shirt it would have to be BLACK with the
writing quite sort of neat and small...thats not to say I wouldnt buy a PINK
one...I just wouldnt wear it
Casxx
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Gosh nancy! Im so pleased, it will be fabulous, I will have one in every
!!!
colour and size, both embroidered and patterned
Neil
United Kingdom
3367 Posts

" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see
him soon oh-oh"
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There are ladies cut and men's cut Tshirts; also tank tops and polo
shirts.....any thoughts on any of these?
Who would wear a polo cap or an army style cap?
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I’ve got a good thing
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I think it's a great idea Neil!.....I'd love to have some shirts with an image of
Dusty on, and I'd wear them loud and proud!
Being, ahem....'larger than average' I could probably get hold of some white
T-shirts from my usual sources, we just need an expert to print some
images, obviously I would pay postage and costs involved....
In antic ipation!
United Kingdom
5309 Posts

Mark
Edite d by - Mark on 14/08/2007 21:18:15
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Would you boys wear baseball and/or military style c aps as well?
Mark, I can probably handle it from this end, but shoot me an email and we
can disc uss more there.
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I’ll try anything
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I'd love to get a t-shirt, or long-sleeved shirt, but aren't really into caps.
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I'd wear an Op Art T shirt in dark colours or pensioner beige..
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Not being picky but I'm with Cas..black & not too loud...though I do like
orange t-shirts also and it was one of Dusty's fav colors (i think)....oh and
same as Michael ..prefer t-shirts or long sleeve t-shirts. Tim..whats an Op
Art t-shirt?
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Nancy..you ARE a busy little bee
paula x
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caps, t shirts, anything at all!
neil
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" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see
him soon oh-oh"

Poste d - 15/08/2007 : 13:30:02

This is a great idea!! I rekon black or white would be the way to go
don't really wear hats though, but its still a good idea

I

Im exc ited!!

Clare xoxo
"If you want just a little bit, you'll have to take all of me..."
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Will do Nancy!......I'll probably have to pass on the c aps as the diameter of
my head is larger than average too!.....I usually get XL ones from my local
outlet c entre, they all seem to have New York on them!
Mark
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WHAT A WONDERFUL THING TO DO.
LOVE,MARY
I only think of the day I met Dusty and my pains go away. It's Great!
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Nancy
T Shirt, long sleeve shirt as long it is blac k and tasteful.
Are you still investigating a 2008 calendar?
Tom
United Kingdom
944 Posts

boztiggs
Where am I going?

In sparkle gown, perfection, spinning impossible arcs of vibrato through
smouldering waves of invisible sound.
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And whenever anyone meets up they can all wear them! How c ool is that!
Neil
" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see
him soon oh-oh"
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I’ve got a good thing

quote :
Originally posted by boztiggs

And whe ne ve r a nyone m e e ts up the y can a ll we a r the m ! How cool is tha t!
Ne il
" He re in the gloom , of m y lone ly room , i hold his pho tograph and pray ill
se e him soon o h-oh"

Australia
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Hahaha!! Pretty damn cool!
Clare xoxo
"If you want just a little bit, you'll have to take all of me..."
allherfaces
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Administrator

I've hit a snaglet with the embroidery idea, but am now looking for a good
screen printer. I am sure if all are patient, I can come up with something/s
good, and hopefully a calendar for you too, young Tom.
xo
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Great of you to do this Nancy...I'd LOVE a calendar too please.
Casx
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T-shirts are a great idea. I'd buy one. I would also love to get my hands on
a calander that one member suggested. Great stuff.
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